DELE 2018

2018 Exam Schedule

Registration period until February 14. *Please check with the DELE testing center if the test is offered on this date.

May 18. Levels A1 ESCOLAR AND A2/B1 ESCOLAR. *It could be changed for another date if the Instituto Cervantes approves the change and you will be notified as soon as possible.

May 19. Levels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2.
Registration period until March 28 for all the tests.

November 9. Levels A1 ESCOLAR AND A2/B1 ESCOLAR.
November 10. Levels A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2.
Registration period until October 3 for all the tests.

OFFICIAL DELE PRICES FOR 2018 IN $CAD

DELE A1 ESCOLAR $138
DELE A2/B1 ESCOLAR $194
These tests are adapted to the school learners.

GENERAL DELE:
DELE A1. Beginners. $138
DELE B1. Intermediate $194
DELE B2. Advanced $216
DELE C1. High Advanced $227
DELE C2. Mastery $255
To register, students need:

1) Two copies of the registration form

2) A photocopy of either passport or an official ID with picture.

3) **The payment:**

---

**Only for the Instituto Cervantes at the University of Calgary.** To register the schools need to provide a cheque payable to the Instituto Cervantes covering all the student fees. We won’t be accepting personal cheques from individuals.

---

**For other centers, please contact them directly.**

---

Please find more information on our websites:

https://examenes.cervantes.es

https://slllc.ucalgary.ca/instituto-cervantes

---

Thank you,

**Melania Pascual-Salcedo**
Aula Cervantes Coordinator
**Instituto Cervantes Calgary**

**Division of Spanish and Italian Studies**
**School of Languages, Linguistics, Literatures and Cultures**
**University of Calgary**
Craige Hall D 209
2500 University Drive NW
Calgary, AB, T2N 1N4 (Canada)
Tel. 1-403-220-2830
Fax. 1-403-284-3634
aula.calgary@cervantes.es
https://slllc.ucalgary.ca/instituto-cervantes
https://examenes.cervantes.es/
www.cervantes.es